Meet Marcedes M. Fuller
Marcedes M. Fuller is emerging as a nationally known keynote speaker and innovative
accelerator on topics such as engagement, diversity and inclusion, change, and
productivity.
The "Purpose, Power, and Profits Coach" is on a serious mission to help organizations
and key players discover their purpose and ignite the power to create inclusive, high
performing organizations! After his speeches, workshops, consultations, and
collaborations, Marcedes' clients are equipped and empowered to take immediate
actions that yield peak performance, increased productivity, and profit surges all while
inspiring the team's human capital to win!
The guy loves to have fun, has never met a stranger, and his happiness is authentic and
a little contagious! FYI, platforms that allow him to encourage others are his "happy
place!"
For over fifteen years, Marcedes has been afforded opportunities to share his
knowledge and gifts with some pretty amazing audiences such as Forbes, University of
North Texas, The San Antonio Apartment Association, Trinity University, Homespring
Residential Services, and University Health System, to name a few.
Prior to launching his full-time speaking career and serving as the chief innovation
officer and principal consultant of Imagepreneurs Public Image Relations, Marcedes
was an award-winning educator, a high performing sales manager and trainer, an
organization communication officer, and he even achieved one of his other childhood
dreams which was becoming a television news personality (he still dibbles and dabbles
a bit in front of the camera).
Through his firm, Imagepreneurs, Marcedes launched The MillGenZ Awareness
Commission and Millennial + GenZ Awareness Month innovative initiatives geared to
significantly strengthen the quality of diverse professional relationships, create
breakthroughs in high performance by resolving and coaching interpersonal and
workplace conflict resulting from diversity and generational differences, and build
bridges to create profitable culturally-sensitive environments conducive for all
generations in workplaces around the globe.
Thanks to the support of phenomenal clients, audiences, and his personal support
teams, Marcedes has been listed on the 2019 San Antonio Business Journal's 40 Under
40 roster, the Forbes Coaches Council, and is regarded as "Someone to Know" by
Voyage Magazine. He has also been recognized by his former school district as a
"Pillar of Caring" one of Northside ISD's highest honors and he was named the " 2019
Distinguished Alumnus" by NISD's Business Careers High School.
Marcedes is on the move, motivating from every platform possible! You can catch him
as a regular contributor to shows such as New4 San Antonio's- SA Living and Dallas'
Good Morning Texas on WFAA. He also shares insight in print, radio, and other
mediums. Marcedes travels from the great State of Texas!
There's only one other revision that must be made to this bio! Marcedes looks forward
to serving you! Are you ready to go higher?

